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Investment Summary 
 

SUNeVision is one of the leading carrier-neutral data center operators in Hong Kong, 
owned 74.04% by Sun Hung Kai Properties (16.HK).  We expect to see there will be a 
rising demand for data center from the proliferation of Global IP traffic and cloud 
services, and the group has competitive advantages on both quality and capacity for its 
data centers.  We predict the earnings growth (excluding gain on fair value) to be 
16.2%/7.9% in 2018/19F, assuming PE 36x (Average forward PE plus a standard 
deviation).  With 24.9% upside, we initiate “Buy” recommendation. (Closing price at 19 
Jun 2018) 
 

Company Background 
 

The group mainly engaged in the provision of data center in Hong Kong.  Besides, it 
also engages in the installation and maintenance of its satellite distribution network, 
fibre-optic cable, networking and security surveillance systems, and provides 
professional design-and-build consultancy service for wireless and broadband network 
projects. 
 

Business Overview 
 

The group is now operating 5 data centers in Kwun Tong, Tsuen Wan, Chai Wan, Sha 
Tin and Tseung Kwan O.  In a total GFA of 1,484,000 sq. ft., it offers more than 16,200 
racks with power provision ranging from 1.5 kVA (Standard power zone) to 9 kVA 
(High power zone).  Mega-i and Mega Two have reached to standards for Tier 3+ 
data center, while Mega Plus even to Tier 4.  According to Cloudscene, Mega-i ranked 
1st out of 101 data centers in Hong Kong, where the ranking is depending on the number 
of service providers the data centers have.  And, the other data centers for the group 
were also ranked top 20% in Hong Kong. 
 

Buy (Initially)  
CMP HKD 4.78 
(Closing price at 19 June 2018)  
TARGET HKD 5.97 (+24.9%) 
 
COMPANY DATA 
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KEY FINANCIALS 
HKD mn FY16 FY17 FY18E FY19E 
Revenue 999 1142 1327 1431 
Net Profit 549 631 710 670 
EPS, HKD 0.136 0.156 0.175 0.165 
PER, x 35.20 30.68 27.34 28.97 
BVPS, HKD 0.882 0.911 0.946 0979 
P/BV, x 5.42 5.24 5.05 4.88 
ROE, %  15.4 17.1 18.5 16.8 
Source: Company reports, Phillip Securities Est. 
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Data Center One Jumbo Mega-i Mega Two Mega Plus 

Location Kwun Tong Tsuen Wan Chai Wan Sha Tin Tseung 
Kwan O 

GFA (sq. ft.) 20,000 120,000 350,000 520,000 474,000 

Power 
provision 

1.5k/3kVA 1.5/3kVA 1.5/3kVA 3/9kVA 3/9kVA 

Racks >200 >1,000 >4,000 >6,000 >5,000 

Service 
providers 

10 9 227 17 6 

Level N/A N/A Tier 3+ Tier3+ Tier 4 

Ranking in 
Hong Kong 

(Cloudscene) 

8 11 1 6 16 
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Industry Overview 
 
High customer stickiness 
 
The business of data center inherently has very high stickiness to customers. In 
fear of the operation disruption, the clients usually have a very high the switching 
cost, so they will prefer to stick with a satisfactory data center operator for a long 
period.  It encourages data center operators to offer discount to customers in the 
beginning in order to attract potential customers, so the rent for new data center 
needs a few years to be normalized. 
 
Recurring income 
 
A data center operator is literally a property landlord.  By leasing area and 
providing electricity and maintenance to customers’ servers, data center receives 
rental income from customers.  Besides, the lease period is usually ranging 1 to 5 
years, or even longer, creating a stable recurring income for the operators.  As a 
result, we believe the historical earnings will be a good reference due to its high 
earnings quality. 
 
Capital- intensive business 
 
Data center is a capital-intensive business, especially in Hong Kong.  The costs 
of building a data center are mainly from 1) land or properties and 2) equipment, 
e.g. racks or electronic devices.  In Hong Kong, the capital expenditure is usually 
very high for operators because it is costly to acquire suitable land and property.  
However, it also creates an entry barrier for them, as new entrants require 
substantial initial investments. 
 
Limited supply for new top tier data center in short term, yet alleviated in the 
medium term 
 
In Hong Kong, it is never easy to acquire a suitable land and property for building 
a top tier data center, yet government has been showing supports in land supply, 
which will manifest in the medium term.  The main source of land and properties 
for a top tier data center are 1) industrial estate under Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Parks Corporation (HKSTPC), 2) revitalized industrial building, and 3) 
land offered in the open market.   
 
Regarding industrial estate, in 2016, HKSTPC claimed they will not rent out any 
site for a single leasee to build up their own property, because the leasee is usually 
not encouraged to reach the maximum plot ratios of the site, reducing its space 
utilization.  Thus, HKSTPC planned to build their own property and rent it out.  
This decision has casted a shadow on the data center industry, as many players are 
seeking land for their next data center in Tseung Kwan O industrial estate, which 
is the current data center hub in Hong Kong.  The decision will wipe out one of 
the main sources of land for the data center. 
 
Regarding revitalized industrial building, it is not always suitable for them to 
convert into a top tier data center, because the electricity supply and the 
construction of the property could be one of the obstacles for building a top data 
center.  In 2015/16, there were 14 applications on using Industrial Buildings or 
Industrial Lots for Data Centre Development, yet dropped to 1 in 2016/17, and 
only 2 as of 2017/11. 
 
Hence, we expect the main source for top tier data center will mainly from the 
land in the open market.  The government is going to launch land bidding for two 
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sites specified for data center in Tseung Kwan O in the second half of 2018, 
around 1,000,000 GFA sq. ft. in total.  It is expected to build two top tier data 
center and will take at least four years to complete.  As a result, the supply for 
new top tier data center is limited in short term, but will alleviate in the medium 
term. 
 
Industry dynamics 
 
According to Frost & Sullivan, it is expected the revenue from data center market 
in Asia-Pacific will grow in a CAGR 14.7% from 2015-2022, thanks to the 
explosive digital needs from the emerging economies such as China, India, and 
Indonesia.  Besides, more and more customers will prefer managed hosting 
service (server rental with other specified equipment) to colocation service (pure 
space rental, such as space, cages or racks), because it can reduce their IT 
infrastructure costs.  As a result, it is expected the growth rate of managed 
hosting service will be higher than colocation service, leading to a larger 
proportion of managed hosting service in the next few years, while colocation 
service will still be dominated for few more years. 
 
Figure: Data Center Market Revenue Forecast by Segment Asia-Pacific ($ million) 
(2014 - 2022) 

 
Source: Frost & Sullivan, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Long term growth drivers 
 
The demand for data center remains strong 
 
1. The proliferation of Global IP traffic 

 
As the world are entering a digital era, along with prevailing electronic 
devices, the Global IP traffic has been soaring, and it is expected there will be 
a 24% CAGR from 2016-2021F, according to Cisco.  Asia Pacific is 
believed to be the second-fastest among the regions, with 26% CAGR from 
2016-2021F, just behind Middle East and Africa.   
 
Regarding Consumer IP Traffic, the main demand is from internet video, 
accounting for 75% in 2017.  Meanwhile, the fastest growing segment is 
online gaming, with a 62% CAGR from 2016-2021F based on the estimate 
from Cisco. 
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Since we believe the reliance on internet will be more and more significant in 
the future, the IP traffic will remains its momentum, boosting the demand for 
data center. 
 

Figure: IP Traffic per Month (Petabytes [PB]) by Geography (2016-2021F) 

 
Source: Cisco, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Figure: Consumer IP Traffic per Month (Petabytes [PB]) by Segment (2016-2021F) 

 
Source: Cisco, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
2. Cloud services are becoming popular 

 
Instead of having a colocation or managed hosting services, there are some 
cloud services providers e.g. Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, 
or Google, offering virtualized computing resources over the internet, such as 
server, storage or processing.  And, the cloud services are becoming popular, 
especially for SME, because those companies can enjoy a lower cost by 
adopting their services than hosting their own server.  Though the prevalence 
of cloud services may jeopardize the traditional colocation business, it also 
creates new demand for data center.  We expect those cloud services 
providers prefer to lease facilities from local operators rather than set up their 
own data center in Hong Kong due to the skyrocketed land cost. 
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Abundant capacity for upcoming demand 
 
After the completion of Mega Plus and the expansion of Mega Two, the total gross 
floor area (GFA) doubled from 750,000 to 1,484,000 sq. ft.  Moreover, 
companies has bought a piece of land in Tsuen Wan for HK$ 725 million in 2018 
Jan, which could offer at least 201,700 sq. ft.  According to a report from an 
independent third-party in 2016, the market share of the group in terms of GFA 
before the expansion is 13.9%, ranked 2nd, behind NTT communications, whereas 
the market share rises to 24.2% after the expansion, becoming the first in the 
industry.  With abundant capacity, we believe the group will be able to enjoy the 
upcoming demand in the next few years. 
 
Figure: Market share as of 2016 (in terms of GFA) 

 
Source: Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Competitive advantages against peers 
 
1. Carrier-neutral data center with numerous service providers 

 
The group is one of the carrier-neutral data center operators in Hong Kong.  
The advantage of being a carrier-neutral data center is that it will not be tied to 
any one service provider (telecommunications, ISP, or other), thus providing 
diversity and flexibility for customers.  Not only are the customers able to 
enjoy an attractive offer from service providers thanks to the competition, but 
they also enjoy better flexibility on choosing service providers, because they 
do not need to move their equipments to an new data center. 
 
According to Cloudscene, the number of service providers in Mega-i is 227, 
the most in Hong Kong, and the runner-up is HK1 operated by Equinix, with 
only 165 providers.  The abundant service providers in Mega-i will create 
significant competitive edge, differentiating their data center from others, 
because we believe the customers will depend on the aforementioned factor to 
select its operators.  
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Figure: Data Center Ranking in Hong Kong (Cloudscene) 
Rank Operator Data Center Number of service 

providers 

1 Sunevision Mega-i 227 
2 Equinix HK1 165 
3 Equinix HK2 67 
4 Equinix HK3 28 
5 OneAsia Network ETP Data Center 19 
6 Sunevision Mega Two 17 
7 OneAsia Network Kowloon Bay Legan Center 17 
8 Sunevision One 10 
9 Epsilon Hong Kong 10 
10 Global Switch Global Switch Hong Kong 10 

Source: Cloudscene, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
2. Sustainable competitive edge 

 
We expect the competitive edge is going to sustain, since it is costly for 
carriers to enter a data center (they needs to install fibers, connecting their 
infrastructure to the data center they would like to enter).  Thus, service 
providers will be prudent for entering a data center in fear of the business not 
able to cover its construction cost.  Under those circumstances, big data 
centers are able to persuade service providers by ensuring them enough 
businesses, eventually inviting more and more customers as well as service 
providers to enter.  It creates a virtuous circle for protecting their lead. 
 
Making good use of the strong connectivity in Mega-i, the group has 
connected Mega Two and Mega Plus with Mega-i by high-performance 
dedicated fibers. After the connection with Mega-i, many major international 
and local carriers will be available on Mega Two and Plus. The three MEGA 
facilities are strategically located to meet different business requirements and.  
We believe Mega Campus can expand the competitive advantage to group’s 
other data centers, creating a solider leading position in the industry. 
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Figure: Mega Campus 

 
Source: Company website, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Support from parent company 
 
Currently, Only Mega Two, located in the Sun Hung Kai Logistics Centre, is 
leased from its parent company Sun Hung Kai Properties (16.HK).  Thanks to its 
parent company, a giant player for property market in Hong Kong, the group is 
able to reach out many high-quality properties.  And, it is more likely for them to 
renew its lease term in the future.  Therefore, we expect to see more sites for data 
centers are leased from parent company in the future, just like Mega Two. 
 
Earnings forecast 
 
Revenue 
 
We project the Occupancy rate will drop to 75% in 2018F and rebound to 78% a 
year later, because of the additional capacity from Mega Plus.  Attracting new 
customers to Mega Plus by offering discounts, we believe the average rent per sq. 
ft. in 2018F will decrease by 5%, but will be normalized in 2019F, with 2% rise.  
And, we expect the revenue growth to be 16.2%/7.9% in 2018/19F. 
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Figure: Total Capacity and Occupancy rate (2014-2019F) 

 
Source: Company report, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Figure: Average rent per sq. ft. (2014-2019F) 

 
Source: Company report, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
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Figure: Reveune (2014-2019F) 

 
Source: Company report, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Gross profit margin  
 
Due to additional rental expenses for new data center, the gross profit margin has 
been deteriorated since 2015, we expect the trend will continue, with 60%/59% in 
2018/19F. 
 
Figure: Gross profit margin (2014-2019F) 

 
Source: Company report, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Net profit margin 
 
Due to the drop in gross profit margin, we predict the net profit margin excluding 
gain on fair value 47.6%/46.8% in 2018/19F. 
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Figure: Net profit margin (Excluding gain on fair value) (2014-2019F) 

 
Source: Company report, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
Valuation 
 
A “Paradigm shift” since the beginning of 2017? 
 
Before 2017 (Period 1), the historical PE (Excluding gain on fair value) was 
between 20x to 30x, yet the range shifted upward since then (Period 2), ranging 
from 30x to 50x.  What makes the historical PE range upward shift?  Was it a 
temporary phenomenon due to the market sentiment since 2017?  We tend to 
believe it is a paradigm shift instead of a temporary phenomenon, because of two 
reasons; 1) a debt-oriented development model since the mid of 2016 and 2) 
transfer of listing from GEM to Main Board. 
 
Figure: Historical PE (Excluding gain on fair value) (2013-2018) 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
1. A debt-oriented development model since the mid of 2016 

 
Before 2016, the group usually funded their new projects by retained earnings.  
However, it changed in the mid of 2016, where group started borrowing loan 
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to fund its projects, with 56% debt to equity ratio as of the end of 2017.  In 
fact, many data center operators in US or China funded their projects by debt, 
as the cash flow of a data center is usually stable, making their financial 
condition less vulnerable to the debt burden.  We believe a moderate 
financial leverage will be able to add value by increasing the return on equity 
and creating tax shield for the group, justifying the new valuation range. 

 
Figure: Debt to equity ratio across different data center operators (2017) 

 
Source: Wind, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
2. Transfer of listing from GEM to Main Board 

 
Transferring from GEM to Main Board can attract new institutional investors, 
who are prohibited to stocks on GEM.  In addition to new investors, the 
group is now eligible for more institutional analysts to cover, as analysts tend 
not to cover stocks in GEM.  With more analysts to cover, we believe the 
market will realize the investment value of the company, helping it stay in the 
new valuation range. 
 

Owing to the rising demand on data center from the proliferation of Global IP 
traffic and cloud services as well as its competitive advantages against peers, we 
give a target price of HK $5.97, assuming 2019F PE 36x (Average forward PE 
plus a standard deviation).  With 24.9% upside, we initiate “Buy” 
recommendation. 
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Figure: Forward PE (2017-2018) 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 

Risk 

 
1. Slower than expected demand on data center 
2. Significant increase in land supply for data centers within a short period 
3. The entry of cloud service giant players to data center industry in Hong Kong  
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Financials 
FYE JUN FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18F FY19F

Valuation Ratios

P/E (X), adj 33.00 33.94 35.20 30.68 27.34 28.97

P/B (X) 5.67 5.52 5.42 5.24 5.05 4.88

Dividend Yield (%) 2.4% 2.6% 2.6% 2.9% 2.9% 2.8%

Per share data (HKD)

EPS, (Basic) 0.145 0.141 0.136 0.156 0.175 0.165

EPS, (Basic) (Excluding gain on fair value) 0.118 0.125 0.128 0.140 0.156 0.166

EPS, (Diluted) 0.145 0.141 0.136 0.156 0.175 0.165

DPS (HKD) 0.115 0.123 0.126 0.137 0.141 0.133

BVPS 0.843 0.866 0.882 0.911 0.946 0.979

Growth & Margins (%)

Grwoth 

Revenue 10.7% 8.5% 8.8% 14.3% 16.2% 7.9%

EBIT 11.5% -1.0% -2.1% 14.0% 13.1% -5.6%

Net Income (Excluding gain on fair value) 13.5% 5.7% 2.0% 9.9% 11.3% 6.2%

Margins

Gross margin 64.7% 65.6% 63.9% 61.7% 60.0% 59.0%

EBIT margin 79.0% 72.0% 64.8% 64.7% 63.0% 55.1%

Net Profit Margin (Excluding gain on fair value) 56.6% 55.1% 51.6% 49.7% 47.6% 46.8%

Key Ratios

ROE 17.2% 16.3% 15.4% 17.1% 18.5% 16.8%

Income statement (HKD mn)

Revenue 846          918          999          1,142       1,327       1,431       

Gross Profit 548          602          638          704          796          844          

EBIT 668          661          648          738          836          789          

Net profit 585          569          549          631          710          670          

Minority Interest -          -          -          2             4              3              

Net profit for owners 585          569          549          630          707          667           
Source: Company, Phillip Securities (HK) Research 

(Financial figures as at 19 June 2018) 
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PHILLIP RESEARCH STOCK SELECTION SYSTEMS 

 
We do not base our recommendations entirely on the above quantitative return bands.  We consider qualitative factors like (but not limited to) a stock's 
risk reward profile, market sentiment, recent rate of share price appreciation, presence or absence of stock price catalysts, and speculative undertones 
surrounding the stock, before making our final recommendation 
 
GENERAL DISCLAIMER  
This publication is prepared by Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Ltd (“Phillip Securities”). By receiving or reading this publication, you agree to be bound by the terms and 
limitations set out below. 
 
This publication shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, distributed or published by you for any purpose. Phillip Securities shall not be liable for any direct or 
consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in this publication. 
 
The information contained in this publication has been obtained from public sources which Phillip Securities has no reason to believe are unreliable and any analysis, 
forecasts, projections, expectations and opinions (collectively the “Research”) contained in this publication are based on such information and are expressions of belief only. 
Phillip Securities has not verified this information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information or Research is accurate, complete or 
verified or should be relied upon as such. Any such information or Research contained in this publication is subject to change, and Phillip Securities shall not have any 
responsibility to maintain the information or Research made available or to supply any corrections, updates or releases in connection therewith. In no event will Phillip 
Securities be liable for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages which may be incurred from the use of the information or Research made available, even 
if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 
 
Any opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, valuations and prices contained in this material are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any time without 
prior notice. 
 
This material is intended for general circulation only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any 
particular person. The products mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors and a person receiving or reading this material should seek advice from a 
financial adviser regarding the suitability of such products, taking into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of that person, 
before making a commitment to invest in any of such products. 
This publication should not be relied upon as authoritative without further being subject to the recipient’s own independent verification and exercise of judgment. The fact 
that this publication has been made available constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a representation that any product described in 
this material is suitable or appropriate for the recipient. Recipients should be aware that many of the products which may be described in this publication involve significant 
risks and may not be suitable for all investors, and that any decision to enter into transactions involving such products should not be made unless all such risks are 
understood and an independent determination has been made that such transactions would be appropriate. Any discussion of the risks contained herein with respect to any 
product should not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of such risks. 
 
Nothing in this report shall be construed to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security. Any decision to purchase securities mentioned in this research 
should take into account existing public information, including any registered prospectus in respect of such security. 
 
Disclosure of Interest 
Analyst Disclosure: Neither the analyst(s) preparing this report nor his associate has any financial interest in or serves as an officer of the listed corporation covered in this 
report. 
Firm’s Disclosure: Phillip Securities does not have any investment banking relationship with the listed corporation covered in this report nor any financial interest of 1% or 
more of the market capitalization in the listed corporation. In addition, no executive staff of Phillip Securities serves as an officer of the listed corporation. 
 
Availability 
The information, tools and material presented herein are not directed, intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such 
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to the applicable law or regulation or which would subject Phillip Securities to any registration or licensing or 
other requirement, or penalty for contravention of such requirements within such jurisdiction. 
 
Information contained herein is based on sources that Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Limited (“PSHK”) believed to be accurate. PSHK does not bear responsibility for any 
loss occasioned by reliance placed upon the contents hereof.  PSHK (or its affiliates or employees) may have positions in relevant investment products. For details of 
different product's risks, please visit the Risk Disclosures Statement on http://www.phillip.com.hk.   

© 2018 Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Limited 
 

Contact Information (Regional Member Companies) 

Total Return Recommendation Rating Remarks 
>+20% Buy 1 >20% upside from the current price 

+5% to +20% Accumulate 2 +5% to +20%upside from the current price 
-5% to +5% Neutral 3 Trade within  ± 5% from the current price 
-5% to -20% Reduce 4 -5% to -20% downside from the current price 

<-20% Sell 5 >20%downside from the current price 
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